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ABSTRACT 
Let A be a skew matrix of order n over an ordered field. There is a finite class of 
skew matrices K such that XA = Y and m= r have the same solution sets, where 
4= y, and gi=n; for some indices i (perhaps none) and fi=zi, @= yt for the 
remaining i. We show that for each index h, 1 s h < n, there exists an K such that 
$2 0 for all i. There are a variety of applications to matrix games, linear programs 
and related topics. 
A finite class of skew coefficient matrices over an ordered field can be 
associated with a self-dual linear system. Pivot techniques permit the trans- 
formation of a given matrix of the class into another while maintaining the 
same sets of solutions. 
The main theorem says that in a finite number of pivot steps we can 
transform any skew matrix into a skew matrix with a saddlepoint-that is, a 
nonnegative row and corresponding nonpositive column. A tableau format 
introduced by A. W. Tucker provides an immediate translation of this result 
about matrices into a statement about types of solutions that must occur for 
the associated self-dual linear system. The main theorem and its corollaries 
have a wide variety of applications. 
*This paper contains portions of the author’s doctoral dissertation [7], written at Princeton 
University under the supervision of Professor A. W. Tucker. 
f Formerly at the Mathematics Research Center, University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wiscon- 
sin. 
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1. PIVOTING IN SKEW MATRICES 
Dual systems of linear equations can be represented in the following 
tableau format of A. W. Tucker [lo]: 
Xl 
Here M is an m X n matrix, X and UT are row m-tuples, Y and VT are row 
n-tuples. This format expresses both a column system XM = Y and a row 
system MV= - U. The systems are always dual in the sense of orthogonality, 
for 
XU+YV=X(-MV)+(XM)V=O. 
DEFINITION 1. A column solution for the tableau is an (m+ n)-tuple 
Z = (X, Y) such that XM = Y. A row solution is an (m + n)-tuple W 
= (UT, VT) such that MV= - U. 
Since this paper deals with inequalities and sign patterns, we necessarily 
restrict ourselves to ordered fields, specifically using the real numbers 
because applications such as matrix games and linear programs require 
numerical solutions to practical problems. The results and methods hold 
nonetheless for arbitrary ordered fields. 
The symbols $ and 0 respectively denote nonnegative and nonpositive 
elements. Throughout this paper matrix inequalities hold componentwise. 
Thus M > 0 means each component of M is positive, M> 0 means each 
component of M is nonnegative, and M = 0 means M is trivial. We adopt the 
special convention that M > 0 means ML 0 and M is nontrivial. 
DEFINITION 2. A matrix A is skew when A = - A T. We say its order is n 
if it is n X n. Over an ordered field the diagonal entries are always zero. 
We can write the tableau of a skew matrix A in the following abbreviated 
form: 
X$, =- YT ’ 
= Y 
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By negative transposition it is clear that any column solution (X, Y) is also a 
row solution when written (Y, X) and conversely. Hence for the skew case 
we say that the dual linear systems are isomorphic or that either system is 
self-dual. 
The following theorem alternatively characterizes skew matrices. An 
elementary proof appears in [7]. 
THEOREM 1. A square matrix A of order n over an ordered field is skew 
if and only if XAX T = 0 for all 1 x n matrices X. 
We want to transform a given skew tableau into one with a different 
pattern of signs in the coefficient matrix while maintaining the original 
solution sets up to permutations of solution components. Exchanging some 
independent variable xi for some dependent variable yj will serve the 
purpose, for such an exchange means solving a column (row) equation for the 
chosen independent variable, substituting that expression into the remaining 
equations and simplifying the results. 
Since Theorem 1 says YX r= yrxr + * . . + y”x, = 0 for skew matrices, we 
can preserve this inner product and hence skewsymmetry while exchanging 
pairs of variables provided the exchange of xi for yi is concomitant with the 
exchange of xi for yi. Note that the exchange operation can be defined only 
for pairs of variables where i # j and aii = - aii # 0. 
DEFINITION 3. A principal pair pivot or P-pivot in the tableau of a 
self-dual linear system is a simultaneous exchange of variables xi with yi and 
x[ with yi, provided qiii = - aii # 0, and a permutation that exchanges row i 
with row j, column i with column j while fixing the remaining rows and 
columns. 
To see what happens in a skew tableau it suffices to consider an example 
of order n = 4. 
EXAMPLE. The tableau 
:I’rm [$ 
= 1, =y2 =Y3 =Y4 
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represents a self-dual system of four linear equations: 
-X2?+-xsp-xXqt= y1 
xir - x39 - x,s = ya 
(1) 
(2) 
xlP+x2~-x4u=Y3 
x,t+x,s+x,u= y4. 
(3) 
(4) 
A P-pivot on the starred entries p, - p #O in the matrix corresponds to 
solving Eqs. (3) and (1) f or x1 and x3 respectively, substituting the resulting 
expressions into Eqs. (2) and (4), simplifying the results and switching 
positions of Eqs. (1) and (3) in both systems, The new tableau is: 
Gaul:. 
= Xl = Y2 'Z 3 "Y4 
Note that the marginal variables remain consecutively numbered, and the 
minus signs in the right-hand margin ensure that a single calculation suffices 
for both linear systems. 
It is now easy to generalize the notion of the P-pivot to demonstrate its 
operation in arbitrarily large finite self-dual systems. Given the skew matrix 
A, a P-pivot on a,,, ufL# 0 in the tableau yields a skew matrix x with the 
self-dual solution (x, Y) such that Z, = ~~1, Zj= yr, ij, = x,, Ij = xt and ?ik = x,, 
i& = yk for all k# i, j. The new matrix x is given by the fol owing i entries: 
iI,/= -u,;l for i#j 
a,, = oi; ioh, for h # i, j 
?iW= -a,;& for k#i,j 
iikh=u&p,;y aihaw-ua,u,,,) for k#i,h#j 
iiu = a,; ‘au =OforallL 
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Checking the described transformation requires only elementary algebraic 
manipulations. 
The new skew matrix x or its tableau is called a P-pivot transfomn of the 
initial one. The P-pivot transform has the same solution set as the original 
tableau in the sense that values assigned to the variables in one tableau will 
hold for the same variables in the other even though positions of variables 
may have changed. Since the P-pivot can be defined as above for the matrix 
alone, without reference to marginal variables, we often say we P-pivot on 
aii,ai, in the matrix A. 
DEFINITION 4. A principal permutation or P-permutation in a square 
tableau is a permutation of columns occurring simultaneously with the same 
permutation of the corresponding rows. 
P-permutations and P-pivots preserve both skewsymmetry and solution 
sets. The following theorem is a consequence of the definitions. A proof 
appears in [7]. 
THEOREM 2. Up to P-permutations, the maximum number of (skew) 
matrices that can be obtained by P-piuots in a skew matrix of order n is 
2”-‘. 
2. THE SADDLEPOINT THEOREM 
Given a skew matrix A of order n over an ordered field, we are 
considering the finite class of skew matrices x such that XA = Y and n= v l 
have the same solutions, where $ = yi and vi = x, for some indices i (perhaps 
none) and ?i = xi, Iji = yi for the remaining indices i, 1 < i < n. -- 
DEFINITION 5. [6] A nontrivial solution (X, Y) of XA = Y is called 
elementay if the only other solutions having zeros in the same positions as 
the zero components of (X, Y) are of the form (kX, kY) for scalars k#O. 
LEMMA 1. Let A be a skew matrix of order n and let h be an index, 
12 hl n. There exists a nonnegative elementary solution of XA = Y such 
that xh + yh > 0 if and only if there exists a skew matrix x having the same 
solutions a.s A and such that ?i,,tk 0 for all i, 15 i5 n. 
Proof Given h, suppose there exists a nonnegative elementary solution 
ofXA=Ysuchthatx,,+y,,>O.Theneitherx,,=Oand yh>Oorxh>Oand 
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y,=o. If u&Of or all 1, there is nothing more to do. We therefore assume 
there is at least one index I# h such that ahi < 0, giving the schema: 
*h 
Suppose x, = 0 and y,, > 0. Then there exists an index t # h such that xr > 0 
and uth > 0. If X, can become arbitrarily large without decreasing any yt, then 
we must have aq> 0 for all i, 15 il n. In that case a P-pivot on a,,, ah, 
yields an x with ~~~2 0 for all i. Otherwise we can increase xt until we 
obtain yk = 0 for some atk < 0 and k# h, with yik 0 for i# k. A P-pivot on 
utk, akt will exchange X, with y, and x, with yt. Even if x, = 0 the P-pivot will 
increase the number of zeros in the left margin by at least one because ICY > 0 
implies yt = 0, and already yk =O. In fewer than n steps we reach the form 
* . 8 
* . 
* 0 _* 
a3 . . . +* . . . 0 . . . @ * 
;3 
= . . . =+ . . . = 
A P-pivot on the starred entries yields an x with Zhik 0 for all i. 
Suppose alternatively that x, > 0 and yh = 0. A P-pivot on some uhi < 0 and 
ai,, > 0 yields an x with X,, = 0 and g,, > 0, which is the previous case. 
To prove the converse, suppose there exists a skew matrix x having the 
same solutions as A and such that Zhi2 0 for all j, 15 j 5 n. Then we have 
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4 
$ . . . b . . . $ 
e 
= gh 
Setting 4 = 0 for i # h and 4 > 0 gives a solution (x, r) > 0 such that Zh > 0 
and~h=O.Either~h=xh>Oand~h=yyh=Oor~~=yh>Oand~h=xh=O.In 
either case x, + yh > 0 and xi + y,~ 0 for all i# h, where XA = Y. The 
nonnegative solution (X, Y) is elementary because it is determined by the 
entries zhihik 0 up to scalar multiples dependent on the value of zh- 
We can now prove the main existence theorem. 
THEOREM 3. Given a skew matrix A of order n and an index h, 
15 hl n, there exists a nonnegative elementary solution of XA = Y such 
that xh + yh > 0, and there exists a skew matrix x having the same solutions 
a.sAandsuch thatiihj20fmallj, l(iln. 
Proof. We use induction on the order n of A. The theorem is clearly true 
for n= 1,2. 
n- 1: + O cl
=o 
As induction hypothesis we assume the theorem is true for skew matrices of 
order k< n. Without loss of generality we choose h- 1. That means for a 
Xl 0 a3 **- @ 1 9 
8 
x, = Fn 
t 
e 
-P 1 
----- -----_,- 
= Yl = Y7I ’ 
E Y” 
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skew matrix A of order n we can reach the following form: 
Either p 2 0 and the theorem is satisfied, or p < 0. For p < 0 a P-pivot on 
p, - p yields: 
By the induction hypothesis there is a nonnegative elementary solution for 
the skew submatrix A, such that 2, + gi >O. Setting gn =0 extends the 
solution to one for A of the desired form. Applying Lemma 1 completes the 
proof. 
DEFINITION 6. A zero saddlepoint in a matrix is a sign configuration 
consisting of a nonnegative row and a nonpositive column. The entry 
forming their intersection is necessarily zero. 
In skew matrices any nonnegative row or nonpositive column determines 
a zero saddlepoint with the correspondingly-labeled column or row. In view 
of Definition 6, we call Theorem 3 the Saddlepoint Theorem. It can also be 
derived as a special case of a theorem on positive semidefinite matrices in T. 
D. Parsons’ thesis [S, pp. 84-851; but our proof is both elementary and 
entirely self-contained. 
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COROLLARY 1. [Tucker Skew-Symmetric Matrix Theorem]. Zf A is a skew 
matrix, then there exists a column solution Z = (X, Y) > 0 to its tableau such 
that X+ Y >0 and YXT=O. 
Proof. Given skew A of order n, Theorem 3 says that for each index 
h, 15 hl n, there exists a solution Z,, = (X, Y) > 0 to the matrix tableau -- 
such that either x,, > 0 or yh > 0. By linearity there is a solution Z= (X, Y) 
=zi=rZ,,>O such that either ?,,>O or ij,,>O for each h, 15 hl n. Since 
YX r = 0 for any skew tableau by Theorem 1, the corollary is proved. 
The Skew-Symmetric Matrix Theorem first appeared in 1956 [9]. It is easy 
to see that it in turn implies Theorem 3. Tucker’s theorem already states the 
existence of a nonnegative elementary solution such that x, + yh > 0, 
11 h 5 n; and the pivoting argument used to prove the first part of Lemma 
1 then proves Theorem 3. 
COROLLARY 2. [Tucker Complementary Slackness Theorem]. Let M be 
an m x n matrix over an ordered field. There exist solutions to the tableau 
x h =-u 
= Y 
such that (X,Y)lO, (Ur,Vr)2;0, X+Ur>O, Vr+Y>O and XU+YV 
= 0. 
Proof Given M, we form its n X m negative transpose and two trivial 
square matrices of orders m and n to construct the expanded tableau A: 
Xl 
. . . %I Vl **- v ” 
Xl 
%I 
Vl 
0 M 
-MT 0 
=-_u 
1 
=-_U 
m 
=- 
Yl 
=- 
Y” 
=U . . . 1 
=u = 
m Yl *** ‘Y* 
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XT V 
X 0 M Z-U 
VT -MT 0 =- YT 
=U* =y 
In general any column (row) solution to the tableau of M is a row (column) 
solution to the tableau of - MT and vice versa. 
,The expanded matrix is skew. Hence by Corollary 1 there exists a col- 
umn solution (X,V*, UT,Y) 20 to A such that (X,V*)+( UT, Y)>O and 
(UT,Y)(X,VT)T=O,Inparticular,X+UT>OandVT+Y>O;al~o UTXT=O 
and YV=O, and the proof is complete. 
Corollary 1 is clearly a self-dual form of Corollary 2. In fact the results are 
equivalent because we can derive the first corollary from the second one by 
observing that in the self-dual tableau, X = VT and Y = UT, 
The notion of cmnplementay slackness in dual linear systems was intro- 
duced with the Complementary Slackness Theorem by Tucker in 1956 [9] 
and developed further by him in 1968 [ 121. The idea is that in each 
complementary pair of variables x{ and u, or t+ and yi, precisely one of them 
is “slack”-that is, strictly positive. 
3. A NOTE ON APPLICATIONS 
The results of the previous section have many applications in the theory 
of dual linear systems and related topics. For example, a proof of von 
Neumann’s Minimax Theorem for symmetric games follows easily from 
Corollary 1 [7, Theorem 6.11. A little more work permits a proof for general 
finite matrix games [13, p. 153; 7, Theorem 6.21. As first shown in 1956 by 
Goldman and Tucker 121, Corollary 1 may also be used as a cornerstone to 
develop the theory of linear programs. 
The skewsymmetrization technique we used to prove Corollary 2 leads to 
a new elementary proof of the Tucker Pivot Theorem [7, Theorem 7.41. 
Interpreted within the framework of linear programming theory, this result 
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yields the four terminal forms and fundamental duality theorem for linear 
programs. Further applications include classical theorems of Gordan [3], 
Stiemke [B] and Farkas [l] on linear inequalities. 
The elementary proofs for these and other applications are presented 
elsewhere in full detail [7]. We mention them here to show part of what can 
be obtained by conjoining pivot techniques with the Tucker tableau from the 
viewpoint of self-dual linear systems. 
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